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Lecture outline

1. Stream cipher 

2. Block cipher 

3. OTP 

4. Stream ciphers built on chaotic generators - some practical aspects of cryptography 

5. Hash 

6. Discussion



Stream vs block encryption



Stream cipher
Encryption and decryption process

Source (12.10.22): https://crypto.stackexchange.com/questions/33100/does-a-stream-cipher-provide-perfect-secrecy 




Block cipher
Encryption and decryption process

Source (12.10.22): https://techblogmu.blogspot.com/2018/05/what-are-block-ciphers-explain-with-examples-the-ecb-and-cbc-modes-of-block-ciphers.html 

Question to discuss with students at lecture: 
  

When considering these two types of encryption, 
how to approach: 

1. Implementation? 
2. Testing? 
3. Application usability? 
4. Security? 



Selected examples of stream ciphers
Geffe

Source (12.10.22): http://emmanuel.pouly.free.fr/cipher1.html 

The critical for security is to correctly seed and re-seed LFSR modules.



Selected examples of stream ciphers
A5/1

(Source 13.10.22): https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A5/1  

The critical for security is to correctly seed and re-seed  of all register.



One Time Pad



One Time Pad
The most secure cryptographic approach

Source (12.10.22): https://www.warrencodes.com/ciphers 

Discussion with students at lecture: 
  

What can be stated about: 

1. Advantages? 
2. Disadvantages? 
3. Security?



One Time Pad
The most secure cryptographic approach

No Force to Brute Force

Source (12.10.22): https://www.warrencodes.com/ciphers 



Stream ciphers based on chaotic 
systems



Chaos vs deterministic chaos
What does wikipedia have to say about it?



Butterfly effect
What does wikipedia have to say about it?



The application of chaotic systems in cryptography
In stream ciphers

Source (12.10.22): https://www.forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2018/02/13/chaos-theory-the-butterfly-effect-and-the-computer-glitch-that-started-it-all/?
sh=5c26d47569f6 



The application of chaotic systems in cryptography
Continuous-time chaotic system - Lorenz system

Analogy to a pseudo-random generator. 


Security-critical is the variety of seed=initial conditions.



The application of chaotic systems in cryptography
Continuous-time chaotic system - Lorenz system

Source: Gutierrez, Tomas Navarrete. A control architecture for complex systems, 
based on multi-agent simulation. Diss. Université de Lorraine, 2012.



Chaotic stream cipher - real case



Chaotic stream cipher
Logistic map as a PRBG



Chaotic stream cipher
Logistic map as a PRBG - implementation



Chaotic stream cipher
Logistic map as a stream cipher module



Chaotic stream cipher
Logistic map as a stream cipher module - real case



Chaotic stream cipher
Logistic map as a stream cipher module - security assessment



Chaotic stream cipher
Implementation issue



Chaotic stream cipher
PRBG example with sources

Źródło pomocnicze i jego analiza: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11071-017-3755-z



Whiteboard exercise with students in the classroom

What is the most important security issue of encrypted data using stream ciphers?




Hash



Hash
General idea nad SHA-2 family

• SHA-224


• SHA-256


• SHA-384


• SHA-512


• SHA-512/224


• SHA-512/256

Source (23.11.22): https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cryptography/cryptography_hash_functions.htm



Hash
Selected uses

• store passwords

• ensure data integrity 

• secure authentication



SHA256
Teaching example - sha256algorithm.com


